Overview

Between our six categories of desktop materials (Bamboo Rectangular, Bamboo Curve, GREENGUARD Lamiante, Eco Ergo-Edge Curve, Stock Solid Woods, and Special Order Solid Woods), the many standard and custom sizes we offer, and our grommet options, we easily offer more custom desktop configurations than anyone else in the industry. Not only are our desktops made from safe, sustainable materials with no chemical off-gassing, solvents, or toxins, our prices are low enough to make our competition sweat.

This catalog will give you a brief run through on all of our desktop materials and will help you understand what sets UPLIFT Desk apart from the rest of desktop makers out there today.

We offer more desktop choices than any of our competitors with over

17
in-stock desktop styles
(including solid wood options)

13
made to order solid wood species

We’re Different

We ship free and ship fast! So you'll have your brand new custom height adjustable desk in what seems like no time at all. Questions? Want something custom you don't see on our site? Call our customer service professionals at (800) 349-3839.
1” Thick Bamboo

A Solid Choice

At a full inch thick, our solid bamboo tops feature beautiful corner and edge details, rich tones, subtle grain variation, and a durable ultraviolet-cured finish. We have chosen the 1” thick bamboo over the 5/8” or 3/4” size our competitors use, because thicker bamboo provides a more attractive edge profile and a sturdier desk. The versatility and sustainability of bamboo combine to create a sophisticated office showstopper that’s elegant, enduring, and good to the environment. This desktop is a perfect choice for one seeking that zen-like work experience.

Much like our Eco Ergo-Edge Desktop, the 1” thick Bamboo is available in both a rectangular option for a classic desk shape, and our Bamboo Curve option which features streamlined ergonomic edges and a center curve that allows you to reach more of your desktop.
Our Bamboo Desktops contain no harmful chemicals, VOC’s, or off-gassing.

Harder Than Oak

Solid bamboo is 40% harder than oak, and is one of the most viable materials on the planet. We use compressed Thai and Chinese bamboo reeds grown without fertilizers or pesticides, and our manufacturing process uses no harmful chemicals, VOC’s, or off-gassing. We use only European E1-level adhesive and German wear-resistant UV coating.

Bamboo Options

- Bamboo Rectangular available in 42, 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Bamboo Curve available in 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each
- Top is 1 inch thick, superior over
Our GREENGUARD-certified laminate desktop is perfect for those who prefer the classic office look. We offer a choice of black, white, walnut, cherry, maple, and ash gray colors in many size options.

All of our GREENGUARD laminate desktops have been rigorously tested by an independent third party laboratory under strict conditions to evaluate chemical off-gassing. These tops are a full 1 inch thick and allow you to create a contemporary and stylish height adjustable desk suited to your home or office decor at a great price.
We’re GREenguard Certified
Our desktops are tested in an environment that closely resembles actual use, and all standard and testing methods are publicly available. GREenguard certification is recognized by building programs around the world, including the US Green Building Council, Green Seal, and Green Guide for Health Care. The certification is your assurance that our products are sustainable for the earth and safe for you.

GREenguard Qualifications
- ASTM Standards D-5116 and D-6670
- US Environmental Protection Agency’s testing protocol for furniture
- State of Washington's protocol for interior furnishings and construction materials
- ASTM Standards D-5116 and D-6670
- California Department of Public Health Services Standard Practice for Specification Section 01350
- ISO 16000 environmental testing series

GREenguard Laminate Options
- Your choice of 42, 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each
- Finish options:
  - Black
  - White
  - Walnut
  - Cherry
  - Maple
  - Ash Gray
  - Whiteboard

Add an in-desk power grommet for easy power access
Eco Ergo-Edge Curve

Quality Comes First

Our Eco Ergo-Edge Curve desktop has proven quality and embraces both a sleek design and sustainability. It is made of an eco-friendly UV-cured powder coat on a 100% recycled MDF wood desktop, with the wood core being certified by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative. The top uses recycled content from saw mills that not only saves trees, but reduces waste into landfills. Each Eco Curve top is carefully shaped with a CNC machine to provide 3D shapes and a smooth edge. Once this is completed, the desktop is powder-coated and cured with ultraviolet light, creating a seamless finish that is harder and more resilient than paint.
Our Eco Ergo-Edge Curve features a center curve that brings you closer to your workspace.

Safe and Green

The powder coating process is a green process that qualifies it for LEED credits, and offers more resilience against scratches. The desktop is nontoxic with no heavy metals, solvents, VOC’s or HAP’s, and meets California Air & Resources Board Requirements.

The Eco Ergo-Edge Curve Desktop features streamlined ergonomic edges and a center curve that allows you to reach more of your desktop.

Eco Ergo-Edge Curve

- Eco Ergo-Edge Curve available in 42, 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each
- Finish options:
  - Black
  - White
Rubberwood Solid Wood

Eco-Friendly Genuine Solid Wood

Our rubberwood desktops start off their lives as Hevea Brasiliensis trees on rubberwood plantations in Southeast Asia. Three decades of being tapped for their prized latex "sap" hardens the wood and gives it its subtle luster in the wood grains before being repurposed into our desktops. These up-cycled tops are sustainable for the environment while still delivering the luxurious look and feel you’d expect from a solid wood desktop.
**Tough Desk, Nice Exterior**

By choosing a rubberwood desktop, you're making the greener choice without sacrificing style or strength. This lumber is denser than many other hardwoods, giving you a desk that won't warp, bend, or break.

Available in 42, 48, 60, 72, and 80 inch widths, our genuine rubberwood tops are 1” thick, which means you’ll be able to build out the eco-friendly desk you want with all of the desktop accessories you need.

---

**Rubberwood Options**

- Your choice of 42, 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Finish options:
  - Natural Rubberwood
  - Dark Rubberwood
Available in 42, 48, 60, 72, and 80 inch widths and 30 inch depths, our distinctive reclaimed wood tops are handcrafted out of beautifully time-worn Douglas fir. With complex growth ring patterns and a lightly planed surface, these unique tops offer unmatched rustic style and character to any workspace.

Reclaimed Douglas Fir Wood

Vintage Wood Renewed
The reuse of materials is the ultimate green choice, and at UPLIFT Desk, we love taking the eco-friendly route. Each of our reclaimed Douglas fir or teak desktops are completely unique and safe for the environment. Our reclaimed Douglas fir is sourced, hand-dismantled, and selected from a variety of sites like old mills, the broad side of vintage barns, construction projects, and whiskey stills.

Reclaimed wood is the perfect choice if you're looking for an ecological wood desktop that's affordable, durable, and uniquely beautiful, creating a show-stopping desk you can be proud to work at.

**Uniquely Yours**

**Reclaimed Options**

- Your choice of 42, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each

Available in this finish:

![Reclaimed Douglas Fir Wood](image-url)
Stock Solid Wood

Treat Yourself

At UPLIFT Desk, we offer five authentic exotic solid woods with rich colors and distinctive grains, that come in 1.75" thick heavyweight desktop. Our selection includes Acacia, Ash, Walnut, luminous red-hued African Mahogany, and Pheasantwood, which is named for its natural resemblance to the black and golden figured patterns of a pheasant's tail feathers.

Each desktop comes with unique and striking features like knots, and natural imperfections in the wood that are filled in with black filler to smooth out the desktop’s surface during construction.
Stock Solid Wood Styles

- Pheasantwood
- Premium Walnut
- Natural Ash
- African Mahogany
- Acacia

Stock Solid Wood Options
- Your choice of 42, 48, 60, 72, or 80 inch widths
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each
Species & Sizes (Made to Order)

Special Order Solid Wood

Shipping can take up to 12 weeks; see product listing for precise lead times

Treat Yourself

These desktops are handcrafted to perfection by our expert woodworkers and made to order. This allows us the ability to completely personalize each desktop to fit your exact size and wood species needs, with sizes customizable to the nearest quarter inch. Available in 14 solid wood styles, the possibilities are endless.

Our solid wood tops are 1.75” thick, and each desktop comes with unique and striking features like knots, and natural imperfections in the wood that are filled in with a clear or black filler to smooth out the desktop’s surface during construction. Both cedar and mesquite tops can be ordered with barkline edges for a more natural looking edge, giving your new desk even more personality.
Solid Wood Styles

Solid Wood Options

- Choose any width and depth between the listed parameters
  - Widths between 42-96” (cut to the nearest 1/4”)
  - Depths between 24-48” (cut to the nearest 1/4”)
- Your choice of power or wire grommets, or one of each
- Rectangular and barkline options are available for both mesquite and cedar
Contact Us

To start building your ergonomically-advanced office you can reach out to us via phone, chat, or email. We’re here for any questions or advice you may need to help you build your ideal workspace. Take a stand against less-than-optimal workspaces today with our growing line of ergonomic products that help you be healthier and work better.